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Getting the Most From Braille2000: UEB Topics 
 
 

CTEBVI 57th Annual Conference 
"Focus on the Future" 

 
Workshop 901 

Saturday April 9, 2:30pm – 4:00pm 
Los Angeles California 

 
Presented by Robert Stepp, Ph.D. 

  
"Now that you are wanting UEB, learn how to get the most from Braille2000." 
 
Skills Covered:  
1. Learn to access and activate Braille2000 UEB code features. 
2. Learn to convert to/from UEB from other braille codes. 
3. Learn about UEB import options in Braille2000. 
 
Topics Covered 
 
1. News about V2 
2. What not to do. 
3. Obvious and not so obvious differences 
4. Code choices 
5. Change an EBAE file to UEB 
6. Input from the clipboard (now easier) 
7. SpeedBraille™ keys (now easier) 
8. Table input (input of simple table data) 
9. Code Inlay 
 
1. News about V2 
Since the last conference, there have been a few novel changes to V2: 
 a. For subscription (month by month) users, payments are now handled via PayPal. 
 b. The cursor now has two positions between cells. (is that wild or what, see below). 
 c. The Code dialog box now has a Inlay button, neat for math and foreign language. 
 d. Get the V2 Guide at http://www.braille2000.com/brl2000/docs/V2.pdf 
 
2. What not to do. 
Based on the support e-mails and calls, here are a few tips on what not to do, with your 
Braille2000 transcriptions. 

a. Do not do UEB in V1. Yes, you can input any braille cells you wish, and yes you can 
ignore the false spelling alerts, but try as you will you cannot have a print page number 
in lower case roman letters or a spanned print page number with two number indicators. 
And when you take your braille to V2 as an .ABT file, it will say it is in EBAE even 
though you have worked so hard to do UEB. 

b. Do not work in V2 with .ABT files or plain braille files (.BRF, .ACN, etc.). V2 can 
open and save those files, but you may get inferior results because of the conversion 
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processes you force the system to use. Remember that plain braille files have no way to 
store some really important things, such as paragraph styles, page layouts, automated 
line numbers, ignored words (spelling assists). You should do your work using .B2K 
files and then when you are done and if your agency desires a file in a different format, 
then, at the end, use SaveAs to get the file type you need. And if there is any chance 
you may need to re-edit the transcription, keep the .B2K file for a rainy day. 

 
 
3. Obvious and not so obvious differences from V1 
The first things you may notice are: 
a. V2 starts with an unnamed workarea open and ready for 

input (i.e., Paste). 
b. You can Paste (ctrl+v) into any View and get translated 

results (no more right-click and paste print text). 
c. the red triangles are now red circle paragraph marks, and 

they are not always red (blue for start of a “block” and 
black for the start of a page by use of braille page break). 
You can click on a red circle to highlight the paragraph. 

d. There are multiple “left panels”, selected by the new buttons “Tools” (the V1 basic controls), 
“Math” (math input, when completed), and “dtbook” or "rtf" (source document markup, 
including NIMAS markup, when input comes from a source file) 

e. There are four views with buttons: A (ascii) B (braille) P 
(print) and S (source).  S differs from P in that P shows 
braille page geometry (it does not show NIMAS graphics 
nor tall math expressions) while S does show those things 
by letting the page grow vertically as needed (and then it 
does not totally reflect braille page geometry). 

 
   (The snapshot shows the new styles choices menu (click 

the style button to get it).) 
 
f. The print view screen no longer has a 

cyan tint to it (block data does).  Print 
view display and editing are now more 
precise and in print view the green line 
can show simbraille just as it can show print in the braille view.  The “B” just to the left of the 
green line simbraille indicates that the green-line view is braille.  Other letters are A B P S (the 
four views).  You can have multiple interpretations in the green line, as before. 

 
g. Annotations control many functions and their positions show via optional yellow triangles 

(this is not new). Layout annotations show by default. Others can be made to show. The cursor 
now has two inter-cell positions: to the left of any annotations or to the right of them. The 
difference is where new prose will be inserted: when the cursor is left of any annotations, new 
prose goes in before them (the annotations slide to the right); when the cursor is right of any 
annotations, new prose goes in after them. If the annotation is for something like a code 
change, say where Spanish begins (changes from English), the cursor position will determine 
whether new material will be English or Spanish. 
 
The cursor now sits in the gap between cells either a little to the left or a little to the right. You 
can see the difference in position is you look carefully (but much of the time you don't care). 
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You can click with the mouse to bump the cursor to the other side of the inter-cell gap, and you 
can move the cursor with arrow keys, or by entering cells, or by using backspace. When the 
cursor moves from left to right, it sits to the left of the gap (left of any annotations). When the 
cursor moves from right to left, it sits to the right of the gap (right of any annotations). You 
cannot use the keyboard to merely hop from one side of the gap to the other, but you can 
achieve the same thing with left-arrow+right-arrow (cursor is then left of annotations) or right-
arrow+left-arrow (cursor is now right of annotations). And again, this only matters when there 
are annotations at the gap (between cells) and you need to insert text there (typing, six-key, or 
via paste). 

 
4. Code choices 
The V1 "Language" button is now the "Code" button. A braille 
code is the manner of representing print with braille. The 
choice of code determines how print becomes encoded as 
braille and how braille becomes interpreted as print. 
 
All .B2K files have a Code setting and sometimes you need to 
change Code for different segments of the same files, for 
example doing a mix of Spanish and English. When you 
change the Code for all or a part of the file, you are changing 
the relationship between print (print view/source view) and braille (braille view/ascii view). Or 
said another way, when Code changes, either the print notation for that part of the file will 
change or the braille in that part of the file will change: one or the other must change. Such is the 
concept of Code. 
 
If you have a print document, you can import it into Braille2000 and at that time you can select 
what Code to use. For example, you can get either EBAE English braille or UEB English braille 
by selecting the Code used for the print import. In an analogous way, you can change an EBAE 
braille transcription into a UEB one, and it works this way: when you open the EBAE file with 
Braille2000, its EBAE interpreter creates the equivalent print text (you can view it in the Print 
view). If you then change the Code setting, Braille2000 translates the print text (that it got by 
interpretation) to UEB. In the dialog box above, this is done with the "Regenerate braille" 
setting. 
 
There is a totally different situation that may arise when you receive a plain braille file and begin 
working on it. A plain braille file has no specification about what braille Code it uses… you have 
to know that yourself. Braille2000 will most likely have no clue about its Code and will use the 
system default Code choice (say UEB). If the file happens to be EBAE or Spanish, then with the 
wrong understanding, the print view text will be wrong (at least in part). In this situation, you use 
the same dialog box (above) to change the Code setting to what the braille actually is, and for 
this you need to select "Regenerate print". This will correct the print view text. 
 
Remember that if you want to change EBAE to UEB, it is done using the print prose that was 
obtained by interpretation. If the file you are converting is a plain braille file, then by the 
previous paragraph, if its Code is not accurate, the interpreted print will be bad too, and as the 
source for conversion, the resulting converted UEB will be equally bad. For plain braille files, 
you must first check that the Code is accurate (and if the file is not homogeneous, that it is 
accurate for all sections). Then you can convert one braille code into another, with generally 
good results. 
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Note: when converting EBAE to UEB, remember that EBAE is an ambiguous braille code. There 
are certain patterns that are not always what they seem, such as letter-enumerated lists where 
there is a single letter but no letter sign. It is a contextual guess whether items a. b. c. are just that 
or are a. but. can. etc. There is no explicit determination of the ambiguous parts of EBAE and at 
times the Braille2000 interpreter will get it wrong, and then the converted UEB will be equally 
wrong. So because of the built-in ambiguity problems of EBAE, you should proofread EBAE 
conversions. (UEB is nearly unambiguous and so converting UEB to EBAE should be a cleaner 
process.) 
 
Code Groups 
 
Different versions of English are defined and managed by different agencies. EBAE (which is 
unique to North America) is managed by BANA. UEB, an international standard, is managed by 
ICEB. And with each version of English braille there are other Codes designed to be compatible, 
such as for handling foreign language: there is a Spanish code for use with EBAE and there is a 
Spanish code for use with UEB (although ICEB itself has not defined it so). Thus there are 
groups of cross-compatible codes.  (To change the group selection, click the Change button in 
the Code dialog box.) 
 
How to select UEB as the active code 
 
For many settings, Braille2000 shows an "Apply To" button in the dialog box. The button legend 
is often the kind of application scope you need, such as "Cursor Location" or "Highlighted Text". 
By clicking on the words "Apply To" you can get a menu of alternative application scopes, and 
for many settings, one of those is "System Default". The Code dialog box works this way, and so 
to set UEB as the default code, all you need to do is to select the Code (say UEB Contracted) and 
click on Apply To and select System Default. (Note that changing the System Default does not 
also change the document already created.) 
 
How do I know what my System Default settings are? 
 
The system default settings are those that apply to each new empty file. To find out what your 
system default settings are, click New and then select Workarea. The nature of that file reflects 
your system settings, things like page dimensions, code, Speedbraille Keys, spelling checking 
settings, etc. 
 
5. Changing an EBAE file to UEB (the braille changes; the print stays the same) 
1. Open the file of EBAE braille. 
 
2. Check the Code setting. If it does not say EBAE, then click Code, click Other (this shows the 
Code dialog box) and then select the correct code. Then click Regenerate Print. Then click Apply 
To and select All of File. Note: if the file is not homogeneous in Code, then go through the file 
and correct the Code designations for each segment in a similar way: highlight one segment at a 
time and set the proper code. 
 
3. Use the Print View and check the interpreted Print. You may make corrections to better handle 
those flaws do to ambiguous braille. 
 
4. Click the Code button. Select Other. In the dialog box click Change and select ICEB, then 
Unified English, then Contracted or Uncontracted (what ever you want the braille to become). 
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Then click on Apply To and select All of File. Note: if the transcription is a mix of different 
Codes, you need to do this for each segment: highlight one segment at a time and change its 
Code in a similar way. 
 
You can make other Code changes too. For example you can change Spanish to UEB. Accented 
letters in Spanish are via World Braille Usage. If you change it to UEB, accented letters will be 
by the UEB three-cell accenting scheme. The reverse conversion is also possible.  
 
6. Input from the Clipboard 
V2 is smarter about understanding the contents of the clipboard as to whether or not the material 
is print or braille. As a result the option "Paste Print Text" has been removed and you can Paste 
(by button click or ctrl+v) the same way regardless of which View is active. And because V2  
launches with an empty document open, you can launch and paste. 
 
Remember that the Code applied to the print translation is the Code from the transcription at the 
cursor location (the Code where the new braille will be inserted). This can be altered by the 
clipboard contents if you have used the %Llanguage directive in your file or within the custom 
paste feature (see below). A commonly used directive is %pn=number (as in %pn=1 … %pn=2, 
etc.) to generate print page turn lines. 
 
%-Directives 
 
The V2 Guide has a section on %-directives. These are snippets of text beginning with the %-
sign that you can place in  your print copy. They can indicate a variety of things, about 
formatting, about font interpretation, about what Code to use. Each directive is a single "word", 
i.e., no internal spaces and set off by whitespace (space or paragraph break) from actual 
narrative. During import the %-directives are removed from the print stream as they do their 
thing. 
 
Handling Emphasis 
 
By default, all print emphasis is imported and shown in the braille copy. You can use Adjust / 
Emphasis after-the-import to change things, if you wish. Or you can use one or more %-
directives to alter how emphasis handled during import. The directive is %em?=? where the first 
? is the print emphasis type and the second ? is now it should be manifest in braille. Both are 
encoded using the letters ibu (italic bold underlined). For example if you want underlined print to 
become braille italics, you would say %emu=i. If you wanted no emphasis at all you would say 
%emi=p %emb=p %emu=p (the letter p denotes plain braille—no emphasis at all). 
 
Handling blank lines 
 
By default multiple blank lines in print are reduced in number to just one blank line, and when 
adjacent block-style braille paragraphs with the same indent are output, they are separated from 
each other by an added blank line.  This often unwanted blank line happens when the print is a 
list but you have not indicated it as such (via %list).  The directive %tb will suppress the 
synthesis of these blank lines in braille. %pbl will stop the removal of multiple secondary 
adjacent blank lines. 
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Special RTF Paste via %-Directives 
 
If you right-click the Paste button, you 
get the “special paste” menu of choices.  
If you select “Define RTF Paste” you 
will get the dialog box shown here by 
which you can name additional special 
paste menu choices and give an initial 
line of percent directives to pre-
condition the behavior of the import 
process.  For example, you could create 
the choice “Blocked” (as shown to the 
right) that makes simple blocked 
paragraphs suitable to prepare the label for the spine of a bound volume.  The codes %explicit 
%1-1 %tb are given, that (in the absence of contrary codes in clipboard data) would form simple 
1-1 paragraphs without separating blank lines.   
 
You could also have special paste choices preset for foreign language material by giving the 
appropriate %L directive, such as %Liceb,Spanish (for ICEB-compatible Spanish). If you give 
multiple directives, leave one space between them (just as you would do if you put the directives 
into the RTF file itself).  The parameters are handled as if they constituted an implied first line of 
the RTF file.  You may define as many special paste behaviors as you wish. 
 
 
7. SpeedBraille™ keys (now easier) 
The idea behind Speedbraille keys is that professional workers need customizable tools and one 
way to do that is by use of a “macro” which in Braille2000 is called a Speedbraille™ key.  In V1 
the Speedbraille mechanism was literally to record an “playback” keystrokes and that was done 
via the Windows keyboard interface.  In recent times, the keyboard interface has been made a 
“secure data area” and V1 had to “jump through hoops” to continue to access that data (it was 
getting harder and harder and Windows has some bugs in that area of its security). 
 
In V2, Speedbraille keys are handled by way of stored “transactions” rather than by way of 
keystrokes.  This is much better, except for the limitation that V2 cannot understand your current 
Speedbraille keys: i.e., it cannot import those definitions at this time (an import mechanism may 
be possible in the future, it is complicated).  You still “record” the Speedbraille behavior, but 
now you may use your mouse as you do so. 
 
Recording a Speedbraille key generates a stored script of actions that when triggered will 
recreate what the key is designed to do.  You can still record keyboard input (both braille and 
print input), menu actions, and dialog box actions.  Using the new Speedbraille mechanism looks 
very much like the old.  Please note that as of today, most but not all V2 components have 
transaction equivalents and thus most but not all actions can be “recorded”—please report 
anything you want to do that will not "record". 
 
Quick Speedbraille™ lesson: Click View and then Speedbraille Keys; click New (in the 
Speedbraille Keys dialog box); press the "hotkey" (e.g., F5); type a description that means 
something to you (a reminder about what it does); click Next and start recording ("recording" 
flashes in red); do something (enter braille or print or some action via the mouse); click the 
blinking "recording" indicator to stop recording; set availability (file or system); click Finish. 
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Now by pressing the hotkey, the action will be 
repeated.  
 
The Speedbraille Keys dialog box has some new 
buttons:  
Copy table to clipboard: puts a printable copy of the 
table on the clipboard (paste into Word and print) 
 
Reassign: to change the Key As setting to assign a 
different trigger key/chord. Select an item and then 
click the drop-down arrow and pick a key/chord 
designation. Note that Speedbraille definitions that 
record the Paragraph Style dialog box are the same 
as Named Styles. To assign a style-type SpeedBraille definition to a custom style name, select 
the item, click the drop-down arrow and select "Style Name" (it is the final choice, if not there it 
means the SpeedBraille item is not a Style setting), and then give it a name. Named Styles show 
in the table as Speedbraille definitions with the style name as "Key As" such as "Foobar" in the 
snapshot.  (Named styles show in the Style button menu in the Custom group. They can also be 
created via the Paragraph Style dialog box.) 
 
Set availability to File, Set Availability to System: highlight one or more entries and click one of 
these buttons to change the storage to File or to System. 
 
These latter buttons are especially useful when importing Speedbraille definitions from another 
computer: open a .B2K or .BML file saved at the source computer (all such files contain a 
complete list of Speedbraille definitions). 
 
 
8. Table input 
V2 has a mechanism for arranging tables, as columns and 
in stairstep, linear, and listed formats.  Like all 
Braille2000 format manipulations, table arranging is live 
and dynamic.  For example you can change the column 
widths and watch how that reshapes the table. 
 
To create a table, put the cursor where you want the table 
and click Insert and Table. In the dialog box, specify the 
number of columns and rows you need, what you want in 
the empty table fields* and whether or not the first row is 
column headers (rather than just data).  Click “Create 
table” to insert the table framework. You will then see the 
Table Layout Control dialog box. For simple tables just 
click OK in that dialog box. 
 
When you specify “Use input stops” (the default), the fields of the new table will contain “input 
stop” indicators (rust colored highlighting) that you can visit via the Tab key, making data entry 
fast. Press Tab, one of the input areas will become highlighted. Input the value for that field of 
the table, press Tab, another input area will be highlighted, input that data, press Tab, and on and 
on until you have converted all of the input stops into regular text. 
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After the table is created, you can access the Options 
panel to adjust other table properties, or you can access 
the Transformations panel to insert label or heading 
lines, or to add rows or columns. 
 
Each table is held in a “block” that is a group of 
adjacent paragraphs with special editing behaviors.  
Blocks in V2 are colored light blue and the leading 
paragraph’s circle in blue rather than red. 
 
 
 
The snapshot below shows a new table before any of 
the fields has been completed (the rust-colored 
elements are the input stops, one per field).  

 
 
By pressing Ctrl+t you can get 
the tab ruler to appear.  It can 
be used in a table to adjust the 
column widths, by dragging the 
tab markers left or right.  With 
the table full of data you can 
watch as it dynamically reshapes itself as you move a tab position in the tab ruler.  This lets you 
judge the optimum column arrangement visually. Press Enter to hide the tab ruler or ESC to 
cancel the changes. 
 
In a table, the Enter key moves down to the first field of the 
next row. The Tab key moves to the next field.  There is no 
way to change the structure of the table from the keyboard 
but you can right-click anywhere in the table and use the 
“Format Table” menu: 
 
Various transformation are available in the submenu.  The 
light blue background color (signifying "block") is your cue 
that this part of the file has special behaviors. Other block 
types include multilevel lists and drawings. 
 
You can paste a table into Braille2000 from the Clipboard. That includes spreadsheets. 
 
If you need to take over the prose of a table for any special situation, after you get it formatted 
via table automation, highlight the table and click Menu / Edit / As Plain Text. This will render 
the table as formatted prose (same layout) that you can adjust any way you wish (but without 
table automation). 
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9. Code Inlay 
 
The Code choice dialog box (show earlier) has a button called Inlay. This button inserts (at the 
cursor) a word (the name of the selected Code) set off from other prose by Code change 
annotations. For example, when doing a Spanish language textbook in which the main narrative 
is English (e.g., UEB), you can insert a Spanish snipped by setting the Code to Spanish and 
clicking Inlay. You will get the word "Spanish" in braille highlighted so that you can 
immediately enter (from the keyboard or via Paste) Spanish prose. The original Code resumes 
after the segment (i.e., the Inlay button switches to the new Code and also switches back 
afterwards).  You can make a Speedbraille Key to do this for a Code of your choice. 
 
For those doing math via "Provisional Guidance" (Nemeth embedded into UEB), you will find 
the Code "Provisional Guidance" in the ICEB group (i.e., for use with UEB) that switches to 
uncontracted Nemeth and automatically generates the begin/end indicators.  (You can use Inlay 
for any Code, a few Code choices supply their own begin/end tokens.) 
 


